Metadata Concepts for Advancing the Use of Digital Health Technologies in Clinical Research
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**Abstract**

Digital health technologies (smartphones, smartwatches, and other body-worn sensors) can act as novel tools to aid in the diagnosis and remote objective monitoring of an individual’s disease symptoms, both in clinical care and in research. Nonetheless, such digital health technologies have yet to widely demonstrate value in clinical research due to insufficient data interpretability and lack of regulatory acceptance. Metadata, i.e., data that accompany and de-
scribe the primary data, can be utilized to better understand the context of the sensor data and can assist in data management, data sharing, and subsequent data analysis. The need for data and metadata standards for digital health technologies has been raised in academic and industry research communities and has also been noted by regulatory authorities. Therefore, to address this unmet need, we here propose a metadata set that reflects regulatory guidelines and that can serve as a conceptual map to (1) inform researchers on the metadata they should collect in digital health studies, aiming to increase the interpretability and exchangeability of their data, and (2) direct standard development organizations on how to extend their existing standards to incorporate digital health technologies. The proposed metadata set is informed by existing standards pertaining to clinical trials and medical devices, in addition to existing schemas that have supported digital health technology studies. We illustrate this specifically in the context of Parkinson's disease, as a model for a wide range of other chronic conditions for which remote monitoring would be useful in both care and science. We invite the scientific and clinical research communities to apply the proposed metadata set to ongoing and planned research. Where the proposed metadata fall short, we ask users to contribute to its ongoing revision so that an adequate degree of consensus can be maintained in a rapidly evolving technology landscape.
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Introduction

Digital health technologies such as digital phones and wearables can be used in healthcare and research settings to provide clinicians and clinical trial teams with previously unattainable insights into patients’ symptoms, disease progression, and treatment efficacy [1–3] in a cost-effective and efficient manner. We define a digital health technology as containing a sensor or an array of sensors in the environment or to be worn on the person, that enables it to collect objective data on physiological or behavioral phenomena such as heart rate, blood pressure, mobility, speech, sleep patterns, and social engagement [4]. Examples of digital health technologies range from off-the-shelf consumer devices such as smartphones [5–7] and smartwatches [8, 9] to medically oriented portable and wearable sensors [10, 11]. Digital health technologies use a variety of motion and physiological sensors such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, thermometers, and photoplethysmographs. The data collected from these sensors can be processed and analyzed to provide clinically relevant health measurements using computational algorithms [3, 7, 12]. In the clinic, digital health technologies can eliminate much of the subjective bias of clinical measurements. They also allow for remote, long-term monitoring of patient health in naturalistic settings such as the home, and they can do this both continuously and over very long periods of time [3, 7]. In drug development, data derived from digital health technologies can be employed as surrogate digital outcome measures to potentially increase the statistical power of clinical trials, reduce random sampling issues, and give more detailed insight into response to treatment through more sensitive and frequent measures of disease activity over prolonged periods [13, 14].

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder whose main motor symptoms include bradykinesia, tremor, rigidity, and postural instability [15]. In addition, PD patients can experience a wide range of nonmotor symptoms, including cognitive decline, mood disorders, pain, sleep disturbances, and autonomic dysfunction. The symptoms and signs of PD can fluctuate considerably, both due to variations in the effectiveness of dopaminergic medication (the so-called response fluctuations), but also due to a wide range of other factors (e.g., due to the effects of stress or fatigue). It has been proved very difficult to capture these
fluctuations based on the “snapshot” assessments in clinical practice alone, and the use of conventional diaries is also far from infallible. This disease therefore lends itself well to assessment by digital health technologies [3, 7, 16]. The resulting digital outcome measures or biomarkers may be able to detect effects that are indiscernible in the clinic, increasing the sensitivity to changes of experimental interventions in clinical drug trials. Over the last decade, the PD research community has made progress in investigating the use of digital health technologies as tools for screening clinical and potential premotor (i.e., prodromal) symptoms [10, 17], to improve the clinical management of the disease [18, 19], and in the assessment of novel therapeutics [20].

Despite the promising application of digital health technologies in research, their usage has been limited in practice due to lack of regulatory guidance [21] on what evidence should be available when validating the precision and reliability of the collected data. These data can be large in size, difficult to manage, and potentially meaningless without appropriate processing and analysis. Clear interpretation of data requires structured data collection and well-defined definitions of the data. Thus, the development of data and metadata standards for digital health technologies can facilitate data management and data pooling to validate their accuracy and interpretability across different research and clinical studies. Nonetheless, little has been done to augment these technologies into existing standards for clinical trials to validate their use in practice. Efforts emphasizing the need to create data standards for digital health technologies have been raised by global regulatory authorities, including the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [22], the European Medicines Agency Innovation Task Force [23], Health Canada [24], and the Japanese Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency [25].

More recently, the FDA’s Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative developed a comprehensive guide on the use of digital technologies for data capture in clinical trials [26]. Among the many recommendations, the Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative advocates for industry-wide standards related to the collection and reporting of data and emphasizes the need for collecting appropriate metadata to provide sufficient contextual information for interpretability. Metadata, defined here as additional data to accompany and describe the primary data, can be utilized to better understand the context of the collected data [27, 28]. As such, metadata can help ensure that data from digital health technologies are maximally meaningful and can be reused beyond their primary purpose of collection. Providing metadata specifying information such as the symptom probing task undertaken by a subject, whether monitoring occurred in clinic or at home, and the location of the digital health technology on the subject’s body increases the semantic interpretability of the data and the value of algorithms used to extract meaningful information from the data.

In line with existing efforts, we propose a metadata set that reflects regulatory recommendations and that can serve as a conceptual map to (1) inform researchers on the metadata they should be collecting in digital health studies to increase the interpretability and exchangeability of their data, and (2) direct standard development organizations (SDOs) on how their existing standards can be extended to incorporate digital health technologies. The metadata set described here was developed by a diverse working group including data scientists, pharmaceutical companies, and data standard consortium partners, brought together by The Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research (MJFF). While it is designed to provide the PD research community with domain-specific guidance on the generation of digital health data sets suitable for meaningful analyses, it can be used for a wide range of other chronic conditions.
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Clinical Trials Standards

Data and metadata standards for clinical research provide a systematic approach to how data are collected and structured. The Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC) and Health Level 7 (HL7) are two of the most recognized SDOs working in this field. CDISC standards facilitate the traceability and systematic representation of clinical trials at every stage, including the planning phase, data collection, tabulation, statistical analysis, and exchange/sharing of data. The Study Data Tabulation Model (SDTM) [29] is the best-known CDISC standard and is recommended by the FDA for regulatory submissions of clinical trial data. In contrast to CDISC standards, which specifically focus on managing and analyzing clinical trial data, HL7 standards are oriented towards the exchange and retrieval of broader healthcare information captured electronically across various data sources. In particular, the HL7 Fast Healthcare Interoperable Resources (FHIR) framework [30] has been broadly adopted by the healthcare community [31, 32] and can aid in monitoring protocol progress, provide greater visibility into trial conduct, and lead to improvements in study efficiency and drug safety. Nonetheless, these standards are not suited to incorporate digital health technologies into clinical trials. Thus, they must be extended appropriately and involve biostatisticians and data scientists in all decisions regarding protocol design, data collection, analysis, and interpretation [26]. This will ensure that the interpretability of data analytical techniques is maximized from the beginning.

Medical Device Standards

Clinical trials employing the use of medical devices must meet additional regulatory standards to validate and verify the function and safety of the medical devices involved. Medical devices include products such as pacemakers, blood pressure monitors, syringes, MRI scanners, and artificial hips. They may be used to monitor, diagnose, prevent, or treat disease or injury through having a physical or physiological effect on the body. The SDTM Implementation Guide for Medical Devices (SDTMIG-MD) [33] is an extension of the SDTM for structured data collection around device characteristics and events. Another globally recognized and well-adopted standard is the international standard (International Organization for Standardization [ISO]) ISO 14155 [34] for medical device clinical investigations. This standard focuses on good clinical practice for the design, conduct, recording, and reporting of clinical investigations to assess the safety or performance of medical devices for regulatory purposes. Nonetheless, medical devices differ from digital health technologies in their connectivity to information technology, ability to perform remote long-term monitoring outside clinical settings, and their reliance on algorithms for data analysis. Thus, additional metadata, such as the location on which the technology was worn on the body and the time it was taken off, are required to allow for robust analysis of the collected data. Acquiring these metadata is particularly important when deploying digital health technologies in uncontrolled real-world settings with little context.

Sensing Ontologies and Digital Health Schemas

Focused efforts towards sensors and digital health technologies have been slowly surfacing. The W3C Semantic Sensor Network Ontology (SSNO) and the Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator (SOSA) ontology [35] describe sensors and their observations, the involved procedures, the studied features of interest, and the observed properties. These ontologies are specifically aligned with W3C semantic web technologies to facilitate the major source of sensor data available on the web today, supporting a variety of applications including satellite imagery, social sensing, citizen science, smart cities, and the Web of Things. Nonetheless, these ontologies fail to characterize the specific governance of sensors in healthcare. In parallel to this
work, numerous platforms and smartphone applications in the digital healthcare sector have been propagated on closed-source platforms, creating a patchwork of incompatible applications that serve narrow needs. A major effort towards addressing this challenge is Open mHealth [36, 37], an open-architecture software service that exists to support the sustainability and sharing of health data from various and multiple data sources. The Open mHealth API consumes and produces health data that conform to data schemas that specify the format and content of health data, thereby making it easier to process, search, and share data from a variety of data sources. Nonetheless it fails to bridge between existing regulatory standards to accelerate its adoption by regulatory authorities. Moreover, it fails to explain the incentive behind each data schema, thus limiting its adoption and impact in practice.

The overriding aim of the proposed metadata set is to create a conceptual map that bridges the gap between clinical regulatory standards and digital health research to accelerate their use in practice.

**Methods**

At the core level, the development of metadata standards requires defining (1) the metadata to collect, (2) the vocabulary to represent the metadata, and (3) how to encode the data for transmission. As an initial step, a working group of 33 experts (see online suppl. material S6; for all online suppl. material, see www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000502951) was put together by MJFF to define an optimal set of metadata that should accompany primary data collected from digital health technologies for use in PD research. Herein we focus on topic 1, defining the metadata items to serve as a conceptual map for improving the validation and interpretability of digital health technologies for future regulatory approval. We leave topics 2 and 3 for forthcoming discussions based upon future revisions of the proposed metadata set, as evidently these will depend on reaching consensus on topic 1.

The proposed metadata set, i.e., a curated collection of metadata items used to describe digital health technology-derived data, was derived by expert consensus of the working group, in a structured and standardized process which entailed the following steps:

(1) A day-long face-to-face meeting which brought together all 33 experts of the working group. Through open discussion, it was decided that the metadata would need to describe four important aspects of any study: (a) person, (b) context of collection, (c) observations, and (d) time. The relevant metadata concerning each of these “concepts” were collectively formulated amongst the group in a controlled and iterative process.

(2) Regular virtual meetings to further build on the proposed metadata set. A smaller subset of the working group investigated the structure of existing data and metadata standards including, but not limited to, CDISC, HL7, SSNO, SOSA, ISO 11179, and ISO 8601 [38]. Formal vocabularies used to code data responses in clinical trials such as SNOMED, MeDRA, and LOINC were also investigated. A decision was made to represent the proposed metadata set in the form of a multi-hierarchical tree diagram (mind map) to facilitate the comprehensibility of the representation.

(3) Written feedback on the final proposed metadata set. Members of the working group were invited to provide written feedback on the proposed metadata set that evolved from step 2.

(4) Controlled tracked changes of the following manuscript. The following manuscript underwent several rounds of consensus building by members of the working group to ensure that the metadata set was communicated effectively to the broader PD community.

(5) Formal agreement of the proposed metadata set and manuscript. All authors signed their approval for the final version of the manuscript and the metadata set proposed herein.
Results

The metadata set is divided into four main concepts as shown in Figure 1. In developing these concepts, we reviewed existing data and metadata standards for clinical trials, existing sensing ontologies, and the published literature on digital health schemas. This includes, but is not limited to, CDISC, HL7, ISO, W3C, and Open mHealth. The proposed metadata concepts comprise the following: (1) Person: includes relevant metadata pertaining to the individuals who were the subjects or those associated with a subject but not under study. (2) Context of collection: encapsulates relevant metadata relating to a study, its technology, conduct, processes, and procedures. (3) Observation: captures relevant metadata relating to data collected during a study or interpreted through poststudy analyses, including those reported from a digital health technology or a human being. (4) Time: comprises relevant metadata regarding the temporal information about the data collected during the course of primary data collection.

The proposed metadata set adheres to the following properties:

(1) It is a conceptual map that draws from existing standards, without conforming strictly to a specific standard. Thus, it can be easily incorporated within existing internal and international standards. Here, we only list the metadata items that have a technical, data analytical importance and leave it to the user to collect additional metadata that conform to the standard they are following. Where necessary, we introduce new metadata items to fit the proposed application.

(2) Definitions of metadata items are deliberately extensive to facilitate wide application of the proposed metadata set to a variety of use cases utilizing digital health technology for PD. Where appropriate, definitions and encoding of metadata items from existing standards have been adopted and/or modified for our purposes. In instances where metadata items are similar in nature across multiple standards, we favor the use of CDISC terminology and CDISC standards as they are required by global regulatory bodies including the FDA and the Japanese Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency [39], while the European Medicines Agency strongly recommends their use [40]. Nonetheless, this does not imply universal conformance to CDISC standards, and we subsequently provide sufficient information (including data definitions, motivation, and examples) to allow users and SDOs to map or create the proposed metadata item to other internal or international standards.

(3) We recommend that none of the proposed metadata be regarded as compulsory, as adherence to a “minimum set” of metadata will be dependent on the application of the digital health technology in question and on the available resources of the involved stakeholders.

Fig. 1. Overview of the four fundamental concepts of the proposed digital health technology metadata set.
Stakeholders can use the proposed metadata set to agree a priori on the metadata that should be communally collected, thereby ensuring that data are maximally meaningful for analysis when shared.

(4) The proposed metadata set is not disease-specific and may be applied to a variety of neurological disorders utilizing digital health technologies to assess symptoms. While we describe the application of the proposed metadata set in PD, none of the metadata items are specific to the underlying physiology or clinical manifestation of the disease.

Below, we briefly describe each concept. Further details of the proposed metadata set can be found in online supplementary material S1–S5. An interactive, user-friendly version of the complete metadata set along with detailed definitions can be found in online supplementary material S1. A breakdown of each concept with further explanations can be found in online supplementary material S2–S5. We use the term “user” to refer to individuals implementing the metadata set and to distinguish these individuals from those participating in a study, i.e., “subjects.”

Observation

The metadata listed for the observation concept aim to increase the interpretation of the collected data, and as such, reliance on black-box algorithms for data analysis can be minimized. The metadata proposed in this concept are inspired by existing standards including HL7 FHIR, CDISC SDTMIG-MD, W3C SSNO and SOSA, and Open mHealth. Each standard uses different terminology to categorize the collection of information: HL7 groups data into resources, CDISC into domains, W3C SSNO and SOSA into modules, and Open mHealth into data schemas. In Table 1 we list some (but not all) of the existing categories in each standard that have inspired the metadata in the observation concept, thus demonstrating the credibility and harmonization of the proposed metadata items in practice (and with existing standards). While HL7 FHIR and CDISC SDTMIG-MD capture some device-related properties and events, they do not capture the wide range of characteristics unique to digital health data such as sampling frequency. Thus, the observation concept is heavily inspired by W3C SSNO and Open mHealth due to their specialization in capturing sensing data. We add further metadata inspired by the extensive experience of the working group in conducting digital health studies. As the observation concept is our main contribution, we will briefly describe the top-level metadata below. Further lower-level metadata that provide further detail and complement the top-level metadata can be found in online supplementary material S2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed concept</th>
<th>Relevant HL7 FHIR resources</th>
<th>Relevant CDISC SDTMIG-MD domains</th>
<th>Relevant W3C SOSA and SSNO modules</th>
<th>Relevant Open mHealth schemas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>Location, Device, Observation, BodyStructure, DeviceMetric</td>
<td>Study Device Identifiers, Device In-Use, Device Events, Device-Subject Relationships, Device Properties, Device Tracking and Disposition</td>
<td>Observation, Result, Feature, Deployment, System</td>
<td>Data point, Unit value, Body location, Activity name, Position during measurement, Acceleration, Step count</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CDISC, Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium; FHIR, Fast Healthcare Interoperable Resources; HL7, Health Level 7; SDTMIG-MD, Study Data Tabulation Model Implementation Guide for Medical Devices; SOSA, Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator; SSNO, Semantic Sensor Network Ontology.
The observation concept as shown in Figure 2 includes metadata that describe the data related to other means of measuring or identifying a feature of interest. A feature of interest denotes the thing or event whose property is being measured, estimated, or calculated. For example, a feature of interest could be a subject, the subject’s partner, or the temperature of the surrounding environment. Specifically, an observation is the act of carrying out a procedure to measure, estimate, or calculate a value of a property of a feature of interest. For example, it is the recording of a subject’s voice while they make a sustained vowel phonation to assess dysphonia, a symptom of PD. The result is then the unprocessed or processed signal from a sensing technology. For example, this could be the sound modulation information collected from a microphone or values collected from an accelerometer.

Observations are split into two high level buckets:

1. Technology-reported observation relates to characteristics of unprocessed and/or processed data from sensors, such as accelerometer values or processed step counts, respectively. This also includes results collected from subjects documenting or answering questions about symptoms through a software application, e.g., sleep diaries.

2. Human-reported observation

(a) Technology-affiliated site location: Describes metadata for linking a technology to a specific geographical site. For example, where there are multiple clinics/institutions involved in a study, each of them will have a unique technology site ID to identify the geographical site/clinic in which the technology is deployed. This will make it possible for the user to search and extract results from a specific clinic.

(b) Technology type: Describes metadata that define whether a technology is worn on the body as implants/accessories or is a portable/standalone technology. For example, different processing and data analysis techniques may be applied depending on the region on which the digital health technology is worn [41]. This will aid the user in making informed decisions about the nature of the processing applied to the results.

(c) Technology software: Describes metadata relating to the different types of software associated with a technology. For example, a user may only be looking to analyze results from a specific digital operating system version, e.g., iOS 3, as older versions may not be compatible/adequate for their code/purpose.
(d) Technology source: Describes metadata that outline whether the technology collecting the results is owned (i.e., “bring your own technology”) or supplied to the subject. For example, a user may only want to extract results collected from supplied technologies in order to control for technology disparities.

(e) Technology relationships: Describes metadata that define the relationship between a technology and a subject, study, or other technologies. For example, the user may want to search and remove all results from a specific subject because they were found to have an incorrect diagnosis of PD during the course of a study.

(f) Output: Describes metadata about the recorded observations such as sensor precision and units. Denoting the sensor precision, for example, will affect the choice of subsequent data processing.

(g) Technology events: Describes metadata regarding events that may affect the precision and validity of the results, including technology malfunction or maintenance. For example, a user may want to identify and remove intervals in the results in which the technology is charging, undergoing upgrades, or has malfunctioned.

(h) Subtechnologies: Describes metadata that relate to technologies that have been deployed in groups to monitor a feature of interest. In some cases, one defined technology may contain requisite component technologies, which may need to be described separately.

(2) Human-reported observation relates to the results created by individuals associated with a subject. For example, this may be a clinician who is observing the subject to assess their Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale score during the collection of technology-reported observations. It may also be a subject’s partner who for example is noting down the subject’s behavior while they are asleep. These observations often accompany technology-reported observations to provide comparison (e.g., ground truth) or further clarity (e.g., additional annotations) about the data collected from a technology.

(a) Observer ID: Denotes the unique identifier for the human observer.

(b) Observer relationships: Describes metadata that make clear the relationships associated with an observer, such as the study they are involved in, the procedure that they are asked to carry out, and the subject they are observing.

(c) Observer output: Describes the metadata about the recorded observations made by the observer.

**Person**

The person concept includes metadata that describe subject characteristics that may play an important factor in disease dynamics, such as age, sex, and medical history. This is particularly important in PD, where there is substantial heterogeneity in the way each patient progresses and responds to medication. Thus, collecting these metadata can improve our understanding of the disease and its manifestation on the subject level during data analysis. Figure 3 shows the top-level metadata proposed for the person concept (for additional complementary lower-level metadata, please see online suppl. material S3). Collecting subject demographics, such as the age and sex of the subject, can allow the user to easily identify observations from subjects within a specific criterion, e.g., males with early-onset PD. Moreover, collecting metadata on concomitant medications may be useful in allowing the user to exclude subjects that are taking a specific medication that might interact with the study intervention. As well as collecting contextual information about the subject, it is also important to do the same for the observer, i.e., those individuals involved in the curation of observations for a subject such as a clinician or the subject’s partner. This is useful in assessing the reliability and biases of the collected data.

The metadata proposed for the person concept is inspired mainly by CDISC SDTM and HL7 FHIR, which are well suited for documenting subject information in clinical trials and
healthcare. These standards cover the collection of a subjects' demographics and medical background as shown in Table 2; nonetheless they lack subject characteristics regarding the use of the technology, such as degree of comfort with technology. We note that while Open mHealth has made extensive efforts to include data schemas that represent information about subjects such as body height, body mass index, body weight, and medication adherence, it does not encompass other important information such as eligibility criteria. Not only is this information important for data contextualization and analysis as discussed in online supplementary material S3, it is also important for regulatory submission. Where necessary, we have developed new metadata items to fit our purposes.

**Context of Collection**

In the context of digital health technologies, the study design is of extreme importance as it will govern how the data are to be analyzed. The data cannot be transformed to meaningful information efficiently without knowledge of how they were collected and of the relevant events involved. Thus, the context of collection concept shown in Figure 4; it aims to encapsulate metadata that describe the study, important events that occur during the study, and other relevant contextual information. Collecting metadata on the study protocol provides
contextual information about a study. For example, curating metadata on the study design will allow other researchers and clinicians to assess whether the generated data are adequate for their purpose. It is important to point out that the term “study” does not limit the use of the proposed metadata set for research purposes only and may be applied to clinical settings. Moreover, metadata describing the procedure, i.e., a set of instructions that a subject must follow to probe for symptoms, is crucial in making an informed decision about the processing applied to the data. For example, in the case in which a subject is instructed to stand still to investigate postural instability, one would not want to analyze these data for gait information nor would one want to interpret this as involuntary freezing. Furthermore, collecting metadata on protocol violations, i.e., events that significantly depart from the original study protocol, can aid the user in making an informed decision about the quality of the data. It is also important to collect metadata on other non-protocol-directed contextual information that may directly impact the data collected, but which is not covered by the other concepts, such as the environment. The metadata proposed in this concept will ultimately improve data interpretability and allow other researchers and clinicians to assess the quality and reliability of the data for new analyses.

The metadata in this concept are inspired by a range of standards as shown in Table 3, to ensure that the specific clinical, technical, and contextual aspects relating to digital health technologies are accommodated. Due to their heavy use in clinical trials and healthcare, we utilize HL7 FHIR and CDISC SDTM to ensure that structured information about a study/clinical trial is collected. In addition to this, we also gain inspiration from the CDISC Protocol Representation Model [42], which is a standard for planning and designing clinical research protocols, including study design and eligibility criteria. Again, we provide the motivation behind collecting these metadata from a data pooling and exchangeability perspective in online supplementary material S3 to facilitate their adoption in practice. Furthermore, we utilize CDISC SDTMIG-MD device domains to record information about the digital health technology employed in a study/trial, and add additional metadata of our own to accommodate
Table 3. Areas in which existing standards overlap with the context of collection concept

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed concept</th>
<th>Relevant HL7 FHIR resources</th>
<th>Relevant CDISC PRM/SDTM/SDTMIG-MD domains</th>
<th>Relevant W3C SOSA and SSNO modules</th>
<th>Relevant Open mHealth schemas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context of collection</td>
<td>ResearchStudy</td>
<td>Trial design (model)</td>
<td>Procedure</td>
<td>Activity name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ResearchDefinition</td>
<td>Trial inclusion criteria</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ambient temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>Trial summary</td>
<td></td>
<td>Geoposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Procedure</td>
<td>Subject visits and elements</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sleep duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Procedures</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sleep episode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Device</td>
<td>Protocol deviations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Encounter</td>
<td>Study device identifiers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DetectedIssue</td>
<td>Device events</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Condition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CDISC, Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium; FHIR, Fast Healthcare Interoperable Resources; HL7, Health Level 7; PRM, Protocol Representation Model; SDTM, Study Data Tabulation Model; SDTMIG-MD, Study Data Tabulation Model Implementation Guide for Medical Devices; SOSA, Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator; SSNO, Semantic Sensor Network Ontology.

Fig. 5. Overview of the top-level metadata in the time concept.
to their unique features. While clinical and technical metadata are crucial for meaningful interpretation and data analysis, the collection of contextual (non-protocol-directed) metadata that can aid in the exchange of data beyond their original purpose of collection is equally important. We turn to Open mHealth data schemas for inspiration here.

**Time**

Digital health technologies present the opportunity to more effectively explore disease management and prevention through monitoring health parameters over time and with high temporal resolution. Given that digital health technologies offer broad coverage over time and highly detailed and reliable time information, the concept of time in digital health technology studies is of paramount importance for data processing and analysis. The proposed time concept as shown in Figure 5 aims to emphasize the effect of collecting timestamps for study design-related events and technology attributes that can impact the usability and meaningfulness of the data collected. Understanding the time attributes of a technology, such as the precision and format of the time specifier as collected, is important for assessing data resolution for a particular application and can aid in data processing. Moreover, noting important time events related to the technology, such as the location of a technology during an interval in time, can require certain quality control measures to be applied to the data. For example, data collected outside of the clinic are usually confounded with environmental and behavioral factors that need to be understood and accommodated for during data analysis [43]. Finally, collecting metadata on time-related events that are associated with personnel (i.e., subject), such as time of drug administration, can be useful in assessing the efficacy of a drug by using these time specifiers to identify data from periods immediately prior to and after drug administration. Other time-related events associated with subjects, such as technology placement and removal, can allow users to identify sections of the data that are irrelevant for processing. For further information with examples, see online supplementary material S5.

This concept shares time-related metadata items that preexist in the person, observation, and context of collection concepts. We also include other time-related metadata inspired by Open mHealth data schemas as listed in Table 4, in addition to additional metadata proposed by the working group. We choose to represent all time-related metadata using ISO 8601, which is one of the most widely used standards for representing dates and time. Nonetheless, users are free to choose relevant time standards for their purpose.

### Table 4. Areas in which existing standards overlap with the time concept

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed concept</th>
<th>Relevant HL7 FHIR resources</th>
<th>Relevant CDISC PRM/SDTM/SDTMIG-MD domains</th>
<th>Relevant W3C SOSA and SSNO modules</th>
<th>Relevant Open mHealth schemas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Encompasses timing variables within each of the above resources</td>
<td>Encompasses timing variables within each of the above domains</td>
<td>Encompasses timing variables within the observation and result module</td>
<td>Date time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CDISC, Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium; FHIR, Fast Healthcare Interoperable Resources; HL7, Health Level 7; PRM, Protocol Representation Model; SDTM, Study Data Tabulation Model; SDTMIG-MD, Study Data Tabulation Model Implementation Guide for Medical Devices; SOSA, Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator; SSNO, Semantic Sensor Network Ontology.
Discussion and Conclusion

The proposed metadata set displays significant overlap with existing data and metadata standards utilized in clinical trials and medical devices to ensure its applicability and regulatory conformity. In addition, it makes use of data schemas and ontologies that have supported digital health technology studies to ensure the robustness and efficacy of the proposed metadata items. Thus, the proposed metadata set highlights how existing standards and schemas can be combined to create a multidisciplinary conceptual map for validating and interpreting digital health technologies for regulatory approval. This will contribute to systematic evaluation of these promising tools in comparable and reproducible clinical studies and subsequently their evaluation and acceptance by healthcare authorities.

We invite the scientific and clinical research communities to engage with the proposed metadata set as an evolving sense of community consensus emerges. The proposed metadata set will be hosted online in the online supplementary material, and members of the scientific and clinical research communities are encouraged to send in their suggestions to the corresponding author. All authors will review these suggestions annually, and updates will be posted online along with a formal document highlighting the changes. In addition to reaching consensus, we list further points of discussion that the scientific community may consider:

1. Enforced compliance to a minimum set of metadata items. The proposed metadata set does not impose strict adherence to a minimum set of metadata, and we do not discuss the consequences that may arise as a result. While this inherent flexibility may reduce resistance to conformity, we leave it up to the scientific community, particularly to funding bodies and healthcare authorities, to decide whether minimum compliance is a necessary condition in some cases.

2. Adopting specific vocabulary to represent and encode metadata. We do not describe here how the proposed metadata should be coded, as reaching a consensus on the proposed metadata set is required first and foremost. Moreover, the adopted encoding system will depend on the preexisting encoding system adopted by the SDOs wishing to extend their standards to incorporate digital health technologies. Nonetheless, we advocate for a universal representation of storing metadata, as this will aid in the pooling and exchange of the data among different stakeholders.

3. Adopting a universal machine-readable format for storage and transmission. Building a machine-readable version of the metadata set will be necessary to identify and retrieve digital data elements from larger data sets to facilitate data management, data sharing, and subsequent analysis. Thus, deciding on a metadata file format will be necessary. We leave it up to the scientific community to decide which of the existing data exchange approaches [30, 44] are most appropriate to be used as a universal template.

It is hoped that by involving the PD research community in the iterative development of the proposed metadata set, it will instill ownership and provenance to support its widescale adoption. We hope that discussions spurred by this metadata set will facilitate discussions around metadata representation and encoding to aid SDOs in extending their standards to include digital health technologies for regulatory submission. Ultimately, adoption of the proposed metadata set will depend on its championing by scientists and clinicians designing and executing studies utilizing digital health technologies.
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